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March, 2004
At the March 5 meeting...

Bart Fried
Uncle John (1840-1920):
Rediscovering America’s
Lost Icon
The dictionary defines Icon as “ ... a person
regarded with particular admiration or as a
representative symbol.” During the late 19th
and early 20th century, America had heroes of
many types - military, political and mercantile.
But in the land of opportunity, the self-made
man that achieved greatness was highly
regarded; not just as someone to admire, but
as someone to emulate. The story of one such
man, John Alfred Brashear, is now largely
forgotten. A poor small town boy, he parlayed
his determination, hard work and love for
astronomy into a career that brought him
international fame. This is his story.
Our presenter:
Bart has been active as a leader in the Philadelphia
area for a number of years, served as President of
the prestigious Rittenhouse Astronomical Society,
and was the founder and first president of the
Antique Telescope Society. The ATS is a truly
international effort that may not be well known in
Houston but has gained a sound reputation in the
history of astronomy as well as among the history
of instruments organizations. Bart is personally
recognized as a leader in this area of specialized
history, both in antique telescopes and especially on
Brashear. -- Information provided by Tom Williams.
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Space Place ................................................. 7
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Stop Light Pollution .................................... 9

HAS Web Page:
http://www.AstronomyHouston.org

See the GuideStar's Monthly Calendar of Events
to confirm dates and times of all events for the
month, and check the Web Page for any last minute
changes.

Schedule of meeting activities:
All meetings are at the University of Houston Science and
Research building. See the inside back cover for a map to
the location.
Novice meeting: .............................. 7:00 p.m.
Site orientation meeting: ................ 7:00 p.m.
Classroom 121
General meeting: ............................ 8:00 p.m.
Room 117

See last page for a map
and more information.
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Observatory ............................. Michael Dye ............................ 281-498-1703
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Publicity .................................. Joe Khalaf ............................... 713- 660-8219
Telescope ............................... Clayton Jeter ........................... 281-573-1337
Welcoming .............................. Susan Kennedy
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Ad-Hoc Committee Chairpersons
Historian ................................. Leland Dolan ........................... 713-688-0981
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Rice U. Coord. ........................ Matt Delevoryas ...................... 713-666-9428
Schedule Obs'v't'y ................... Steve Goldberg ....................... 713-721-5077
Texas Star Pty ......................... Steve Goldberg ....................... 713-721-5077

Special Interest Groups & Help Committees
These are now listed on the inside of GuideStar (not every month). See the Table of Contents

Advisors
Dr. Reginald DuFour, Rice Univ.
Dr. Lawrence Pinsky, U. of H.
Lawrence Armendarez, U. of St. Thomas

Dues and Membership Information
Annual Dues:Regular ............................. $33.00
Associate ................................................. $5.00
Sustaining ............................................... $50.00
Student ..................................................... $5.00
Honorary ............................................. None
All members have the right to participate in Society functions and to use the
Observatory Site. Regular and Student Members receive a subscription to The
Reflector. Regular, Student, and Honorary Members receive The GuideStar.
Associate Members, imm ediate family members of a Regular Member, have all
membership rights, but do not receive publications. Sustaining members have
the same rights as regular members with the additional dues treated as a donation
to the Society. Sky & Telescope mag $32.95/year, Astronomy mag $29/year -see club treasurer.
Membership Application: Send funds to address shown on outside cover of
GuideStar. Attention - Treasurer, along with the following information: Name,
Address, Phone Number, Special Interests in Astronomy, Do you own a
Telescope? (If so, what kind?), and where you first heard of H.A.S.

Welcome to New Members!
The Houston Astronomical Society encourages you to join our group of
active amateur astronomiers and take advantage of the benefits of
membership. As a member you'll have access to the club observing site
near Columbus, Texas. (You're required to participate in a site orientation
meeting before you get the gate lock combination.) The site has concrete
pads for setting up your telescope, restroom and bunkhouse facilities,
and areas set aside for camping. You'll get monthly issues of the
GuideStar newsletter, you'll get to vote and to serve the organization as
an officer, and you will be supporting the local amateur astronomy
community.

Special Interest Group Listing
Any member who wants specific information on a SIG listed below may
call the listed individual. Also, see the "Ad Hoc Committee Chairpersons" on the inside front cover and the "Special Help Volunteers" listing
(not in every issue).

Advanced .......................... Bill Leach .................
Comets ............................. Don Pearce ..............
Lunar & Planetary ............. John Blubaugh .........
Occultations & Grazes ...... Wayne Hutchison .....
Advanced .......................... Bill Leach .................

281-893-4057
713-432-0734
713-921-4275
713-827-0828
281-893-4057

Other Meetings...
Fort Bend Astronomy Club meets the third Friday of the month at 8:00
p.m. at the First Colony conference Center. Novice meeting begins
at 7:00, regular meeting begins at 8:00. Web site: http://
www.fbac.org
Johnson Space Center Astronomical Society meets in the the Lunar
and Planetary Institute on the 2nd Friday of each month. Web site:
http://www.ghgcorp.com/cbr/jscas.html
North Houston Astronomy Club meets at 7:30 p.m. on the 4th Friday
of each month in the Teaching Theatre of the Student Center at
Kingwood College.Call 281-312-1650 or Emailbill.leach@nhmccd.edu.
Web site: www.astronomyclub.org
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President's Corner
February 2004

by Steve Sartor
I’d like to take this opportunity to thank Steve
Goldberg for his many years of service as the
Houston Astronomical Society Webmaster. Steve has
done a stellar job over the past years and will surely
miss all of the rewards that this position has afforded
him. We all wish Bob Rogers well in his new position
as our Webmaster.
Hats off to Judy Dye for a well organized and well
run annual banquet. Dr. David Alexander from Rice
University was an excellent speaker and brought
some very impressive facts and photographs of the
Sun. The centerpieces were well thought out and
appreciated by everyone who took something home.
An equally emphatic but opposite raspberry goes to
the obnoxious behavior of an attendee at the February
general membership meeting. I’d like to apologize to
all that attended and especially to astronaut Don
Pettit, our speaker. This individual IS NOT a member of the Houston Astronomical Society, refuses to
join, and has pulled this &%*&$^%$ more than once
in the past.
On the lighter side, we now have a light window
policy at the Columbus dark site. We hope that this
new policy is one that can benefit everyone that uses
the dark site. It is, by design, less than perfect, but
can always be tweaked later if needed. (Read the
policy on page 9 of this GuideStar.)
In an effort to reduce some of our operating costs, we
are asking those with Internet access to forgo their
copy of the Guidestar that gets mailed to them, and
instead opt to receive their GuideStar by way of the
Internet. This is an action that has the potential of
saving nearly 30% of what is spent out of our annual
dues. At the February meeting we had almost eighty
(80) folks sign up for this option. This is something
that needs to be done and we are hoping for the
signatures of many more volunteers over the next few
months. Bill Pellerin has promised us a lot more

color and pizzazz in our online edition of
the GuideStar. Thanks, Bill.
So. …. Just remember: “If you
want to make an apple pie from
scratch, you must first create the
universe.” - Carl Sagan

Steve Sartor

Membership Renewals...
Please check the mailing label on your
copy of the GuideStar, or check your
email if you get an electronic copy of
the GuideStar.
It'll tell you when your membership expires. If
it expires soon, please send your renewal to
the address on the outside cover of GuideStar.
The dues information is on page 2.
Membership in the Houston Astronomical
Society is one of the great bargains in
Astronomy.For a regular membership of $33
you get the opportunity to support an active
and growing organization, you get the monthly
GuideStar newsletter, and you get access to
the outstanding H.A.S. observing site near
Columbus, Texas. (You must attend an orientation, given monthly, to use the site.) And,
after two months of membership you can
borrow, at no charge, one of the Society's
loaner telescopes. It's the best deal in town,
we think. Please renew your membership
when it expires.

Thanks!
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SkyTools 2.0 Software Offer
You can get a copy of SkyTools 2.0
software at a discount through the
Houston Astronomical Society. If
you're not familiar with the product,
check out www.skyhound.com. This
software helps you plan your observing sessions. You use your own
observing list or one of the lists built
into the software. Based on the list,
your location, and the observing
date, SkyTools will prepare a list of
observable objects for that session
and provide some significant detail
on the object to be observed. Various
sky maps are also available to help
you find the object.
Your GuideStar editor has been
using this product for years, and is
very pleased with it. It was a Sky and Telescope 'Hot product' in 1999.
Above is a screenshot from my copy of Skytools 2 showing which Messier objects are available for
viewing on the night of March 20th/21st between the hours of 8 p.m. and 1 a.m, and that are at least
6th magnitude.
Here's the deal:
Quantity Ordered
Discount
Price per copy
2-9 ........................... 25% ......................... $74.96
10-24 ......................... 40% ......................... $59.97
25+ .......................... 50% ......................... $49.98
Bill Flanagan, our treasurer, will coordinate the purchases. Contact Bill (phone number on page 2;
email address at HAS web page), if you're interested in a copy of this software. The regular price of
the software is $99.95.

Want Ads
For Sale: Astro-Physics 130 EDT (triplet) f/8 refractor
tube with focus extension tube and rings. Original
owner and in very good condition. Includes the AstroPhysics padded hard case. $3950 or best reasonable
offer. Thank you,
Steve Grimsley email:sgrimsley2717@aol.com.
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March/April

Banquet H.A.S. Report

Calendar:
Date Time

Event

by Judy Ann Dye

Photo by Scott Mitchell

March 2004
3
5

11:05 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

6
13

5:14 p.m.
3:01 p.m.

20

12:49 a.m.
4:41 p.m.

28

5:48 p.m.

Jupiter at opposition
Novice Presentation - U of H.
General membership meeting U of H.
Presentation by Bart Fried (Uncle John
(1840-1920): Rediscovering Americas Lost
Icon)
Full Moon
Last Quarter Moon
Members Observatory Night – Columbus
Spring Equinox-sun moves north of celestial
equator
New Moon
Prime Night-Columbus
First Quarter Moon

We had our annual banquet on February
7th at 7:00 PM. The food was very good
this year, courtesy of the West Loop
Marriot, where it was held.
The speaker was a Professor from Rice
University, by the name of Dr. David
Alexander. He specializes in space
weather. His topic that he talked on was
“Space Weather - The Earth Sun Connection”. He talked for an hour and then
there were questions.
Table decorations were a blue candle in
the center of each table, with ccd images
around it. Each couple could take one
image home. We drew numbers and the
candle decorations were given away.
All together, there were 70 people that
attended. We all had a good time.

April 2004
2

7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

4

2:00 a.m.

5
10
11
17
19
27

6:03 a.m.
10:46 p.m.
8:21 a.m.
12:32 p.m.

Novice Presentation - U of H.
General membership meeting U of H.
Presentation by Dr. Larry Pinsky (“The
Accelerating Universe”)
Standard Time Ends. Daylight Saving Time
begins.
Set clocks forward 1 hour.
Full Moon
Members Observatory Night – Columbus
Last Quarter Moon
Prime Night-Columbus
New Moon
First Quarter Moon

Special "Help" Volunteers
Any member who wants specific information on an astronomical
topic may call special help volunteer (listed in most issues of the
GuideStar). If you have a moderate knowledge of a special subject
and would be happy to have others ask you about that subject,
let the editor know and your subject, name and phone will be
listed in GuideStar in the future.

GuideStar deadline
for the April
issue
is March15
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Observations... of the editor
by Bill Pellerin, GuideStar Editor
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Obviously, the layout of the GuideStar has changed this month. At
January's board meeting and at the general meeting in February our
president, Steve Sartor, asked for volunteers who were willing to
acquire their copy of the GuideStar from the H.A.S. web page. I don't
have any numbers, but if the number of folks who signed up for webbased delivery at the board meeting is any indication, there will be
many of us who choose to get our copy electronically.
Anyway, to make it easier for you to print a copy on your home or office
printer, I've reformatted the pages to standard 'letter' paper size (8.5" x
11"). In the old format the pages were 5.5" x 8.5". To encourage you to
get a copy from the web site, I'm also adding some color to the
GuideStar. Printing is expensive enough, but printing in color is
prohibitively expensive, so all mailed and printed copies will continue
to be in black & white, with shades of grey. You can print a color copy
if you wish.
If you want to continue to receive a copy in the mail, that's what'll
happen. No change. If you want to forgo receiving a printed copy, and
your name is not already on the list to get a web-based copy, send an
email to our treasurer Bill Flanagan (kaflanagan@pdq.net)
or our president Steve Sartor (ssartor@houston.rr.com) indicating your
preference.
You should expect the layout to evolve over the next few months, as I
get a better idea how to work in this format. I hope you like it, and
that you'll give me your suggestions as time goes on.
------------------------------------------------------Well, the weeks roll by, and the clouds keep rolling by as well. This
weekend (Feb 14/15) is looking pretty bad, so we shouldn't expect to
have a lot of telescope time available. Too bad.
All of which just makes me more eager to get to the Texas Star Party.
The weather last year was excellent -- warmer than usual, and most
nights were quite clear.
I saw an item in the March Astronomy magazine today about the
slooh.com web site. Here's the deal: a guy has set up some telescopes
and CCD imaging systems with connectivity to the Internet. For about
$50/year you can view, in more-or-less real time, images from his
telescopes. There's a 1 week free trial period, so I signed up.

April Meeting Program
Dr. Lawrence Pinsky from the University of Houston is on deck for the
April 2nd General Membership Meeting. His presentation will be “The
Accelerating Universe”.

saw was a grey screen.
Ok... this is a new thing, and it has only
been on-the-air since December, so there
are bound to be some bugs. Fifty bucks
isn't too bad if the service is usable, and if
you can use it on a regular basis.
Look for information elsewhere in this
GuideStar about a special offer to HAS
members for Skytools 2 software. It's a
great deal.
Bob Rogers takes over as our webmaster
this month. Thanks, Bob for volunteering.
Also... many, many, thanks to Steve
Goldberg, who has been our webmaster for
as long as I can remember. This has been a
major contribution to our society!

Until next time...
clear skies and new moons!

..Bill

So far... not so good. The first time I logged on the dome was closed
(even though it was night, with no clouds). There was some kind of
system problem. Tonight, when I logged in, I was able to see some
images, but nothing great. The image of Saturn looked like a white
football, with no detail at all visible -- lousy. There was a better look at
M3, but when the telescope was (supposedly) pointed at the moon, all I
GuideStar, Page 6

NASA Space Place

Flying in Formation
By Patrick L. Barry

You can almost see the tabloid headlines now: “Mid-west farmer
spies UFO squadron flying in formation!” “First signs of
imminent alien invasion,” the subtitle will read.

between, say, temperature and the resulting behavior of clouds. A better understanding of these connections is one of the most sought-after goals of climate

If only this fictional farmer had been
keeping up with NASA’s Space Place
column, he would have known better. The
string of white dots moving in formation
across the pre-dawn sky were satellites,
not alien spaceships.
Beginning next year, a series of challenging, high-precision launches will insert
four satellites into orbits with just the
right altitude, position, and orbital
inclination to follow in lock-step behind
NASA’s Aqua satellite (launched in May
2002). Scientists have dubbed this squadron of satellites the “A-Train.” Along with
Aqua, the celestial parade will include
Cloudsat, CALIPSO, PARASOL, and
Aura.

CloudSat, to be launched in November 2004, will take its place as
part of the “A-Train” of satellites flying in formation to take closely
timed snapshots of essentially the same scene using a total of 14
different measuring instruments.

In April 2004, NASA will launch
CloudSat, an Earth-observing satellite
with unique cloud-measurement abilities.
These measurements will fill an important role in our understanding of global climate change, making long-term climate change scenarios more accurate and
dependable.

So why bother flying in formation? By passing over the same
swath of land within seconds or minutes of each other, the
satellites will give scientists snapshots of essentially the same
scene using a total of 14 different measuring instruments.
CloudSat alone carries only one: a millimeter-wavelength radar
sounder.
This sounder-the first of its kind put into orbit-lets scientists
see a vertical “slice” of the atmosphere that shows clouds,
water, and ice between the ground and 30 km altitude, with a
vertical resolution of 0.5 km. Even by itself, this instrument
would provide an important and unique view of Earth’s atmosphere, since the accurate portrayal of clouds is one of the
glaring weaknesses with current simulations of climate
change.
But this cloud data is even more valuable when combined with
measurements from the other satellites in the A-Train-for
example, air temperature, trace gases, and radiation into and
out of the atmosphere. Scientists can then see connections

research, because changes to global cloud cover
would, in turn, have a feedback effect on global
temperatures.
The real story of this satellite squadron may not
make the tabloid headlines, but at least there’s
evidence that the imminent threat of climate change
is real, which is a lot more than you can say for
alien invaders!
Learn more about CloudSat and the A-Train at
cloudsat.atmos.colostate.edu . Kids (and grownups)
can do interactive cloud picture scrambles and learn
“Cloudspeak” (the names of different kinds of clouds)
at The Space Place, spaceplace.nasa.gov/
cloudsat_puz.htm .
This article was provided by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology,
under a contract with the National Aeronautics and
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Light Window Policy at the
H.A.S. Observing Site
This section covers the policy for light window usage during all periods of operation, including prime night.
Two ten minute light windows will be available to anyone who desires to leave the site and is unable to extinguish
all lighting on his/her vehicle. These light windows will be at 10:00 pm and midnight during Central Standard Time,
and at midnight and 2:00 am during daylight savings time. All persons not wanting to spend the night or unable to
leave under total blackout conditions should take advantage of one of these light windows.
A loud announcement will be made (by the individual initiating the light window) to all observers on the observing
field at least 30 minutes prior to the light window going into effect, and then again at regular intervals up to and
including the time just before any white lights are used. The purpose of this announcement is so that measures
can be taken by those staying on the observing field to avoid unwanted light. NO SURPRISES.
It is the responsibility of all concerned to keep unnecessary light to an absolute minimum and to exit the observing
field in a timely manner. Be considerate.

Observatory Duty Roster
by Michael B. Dye, Observatory Chairman
This is the duty list for March, April and May. If you are listed in this roster, please be sure to contact your supervisor for any information
that you may need and the date and time to be at the site. You may change from site duty to open house or from open house to site duty by
pre-arrangement with the Site Supervisor for that month. Changes between months require Observatory Chairman coordination.
March Supervisor ........................... Don Selle ..................................... 281-391-5470
Wayne Hutchinson ............................. Site
Clayton Jeter ....................................... Members Observatory Night ..... 03-13-04
Stanley Jones ....................................... Members Observatory Night ..... 03-13-04
Keith Jurgens ...................................... Members Observatory Night ..... 03-13-04
Arnie Kaestner .................................... Site
David Kahlich ....................................... Site
April Supervisor .............................. Matt Delevoryas ....................... 713-662-2939
Jerod Kendrick .................................... Site
Robert Kuna ........................................ Members Observatory Night ..... 04-10-04
Jay Levy ................................................ Site
Mary Lockwood ................................... Members Observatory Night ..... 04-10-04
Christopher Mendell ........................... Site
John Missavage ................................... Site
Larry Mitchell ...................................... Members Observatory Night ..... 04-10-04
Mark Mulrooney .................................. Site
Ben Negy, Jr. ....................................... Site
May Supervisor ................................ Preston
Debbie Moran ....................................... Site
Johnny Norris ...................................... Site
Richard Nugent ................................... Members
Ralph Overturf .................................... Site
Don Pearce ........................................... Members
Sim Picheloup ...................................... Members
Scott Poteet .......................................... Site
Leonard Raif ........................................ Site
Henry Schneider ................................. Site

Engebretson .............. 713-270-9574
Observatory Night ..... 05-8-04
Observatory Night ..... 05-8-04
Observatory Night ..... 05-8-04

Please remember that Site work can be done anytime and does not have to be done just before Members Observatory Night. Contact your
Site Supervisor for details. Names are selected for Site Duty using the current Alphabetical listing for Observatory Key Holders. If any member
knows of a conflict please call me before your name is listed.
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Please Help Stop Light Pollution
around the George Observatory
By John Lane
North Houston Astronomy Club
Your help is urgently needed to convince The Commissioners of Fort Bend County Commissioners Court to adopt a “light
ordinance”. All that is needed is for you to (if you haven’t already did it) make a short (please help us, nice and sweet-thank
you very much) phone call to each commissioner listed below.
Brazoria County Commissioners Court
County Judge
Hon. John Willy
Brazoria County Judge
111 East Locust, Suite 308
Angleton, TX 77515
Tel: 979-864-1200
Precinct 1 Commissioner
Hon. Dude Payne
Brazoria County Courthouse
C/O County Clerk’s Office
111 East Locust, Suite 200
Angleton, TX 77515
Tel: 979-388-1523 or 979-265-3953
Precinct 2 Commissioner
Hon. James Clawson
Brazoria County Courthouse
C/O County Clerk’s Office
111 East Locust, Suite 200
Angleton, TX 77515
Tel: 979-864-1548 or 281-489-7163
Precinct 3 Commissioner
Hon. Jack Harris
Brazoria County Courthouse
C/O County Clerk’s Office
111 East Locust, Suite 200
Angleton, TX 77515
Tel: 281-331-3197
Precinct 4 Commissioner
Hon. Larry Stanley
Brazoria County Courthouse
C/O County Clerk’s Office
111 East Locust, Suite 200
Angleton, TX 77515

Fort Bend County Commissioners Court
County Judge
Hon. Bob Hebert
301 Jackson Street
Richmond, TX 77469
Tel: 281-341-8608
Precinct 1 Commissioner
Hon. Tom Stavinoha
701 South Fourth Street
Richmond, TX 77469
Tel: 281-344-9400
Fax: 281-342-0587
Precinct 2 Commissioner
Hon. Grady Prestage
303 Texas Parkway
Missouri City, TX 77459
Tel: 281-403-8000
Fax: 281-403-8009
Precinct 3 Commissioner
Hon. Andy Meyers
1809 Eldridge Road
Sugar Land, TX 77478
Tel: 281-494-9076 or 281-494-1199
Fax: 281-242-9060
Precinct 4 Commisioner
Hon. James Patterson
12919 Dairy Ashford
Sugar Land, TX 77478
Tel: 281-980-2235

Tel: 979-864-1529 or 979-798-21
Can we get involved if we don’t live in Fort Bend County? YES! In an e-mail interview with Phil Inderwiesen, the web master
of the site Light Ordinance Support Resource page at: http://people.txucom.net/tovinder/light_ord.htm I asked
Continued....
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Light Pollution...

from previous page

him that very question. He responded “Yes, you may express your
concern about light pollution around the
George Observatory and support for the light
Check the web site:
ordinance to the Fort Bend County
Commissioners Court, even though you do
http://www.astronomyhouston.org
not reside in Fort Bend County. Just let them
Webmaster: Bob Rogers
know that the George Observatory is
siteworker@juno.com
important to you and you visit it as did
33,000 other people did last year. Only a short
telephone call is needed to count”. So, how
about we all get after it and give them a call. Please visit Phil’s site
Stars from the City
for more information on light pollution.
by Bill Pellerin, GuideStar editor
If the light ordinance is passed about the time you read this article;
we will need to retake the night skies of Brazoria County. Their just
At least two books are available on the subject of
waiting to see what Fort Bend County does with it. Can you see where
observing from the city or the suburbs. One is
we can go with this? It’s called the “domino effect”. One by one each
City Astronomy by Robin Scagell (Sky Publishcounty in our region could adopt a light ordinance.
ing), and the other is Visual Astronomy in the
Suburbs by Antony Cooke (Springer PublishRemember to be nice when contacting the Commissioners. We don’t
ing). Of the two, I prefer City Astronomy.
want to come across as a bunch of spoiled children that just want their
way. Nevertheless, we do have legitimate concerns that need to be
This book seems to me to be more practical and
addressed. For example, if a Commissioner tells me that they are not
useful, with much to say about what you can do
going to support a light ordinance (and no one has yet). I will simply
with the telescope you (probably) already have.
ask them to please reconsider their position and thank them for their
The author recommends objects to observe and
time. The trick is not to get upset or discouraged. Personally, I will
tools and techniques for making the observanot volunteer information that might suggest that I am a member of
tions.
an astronomy club or any other organized effort. We are truly
representatives of our own interest, the interest of our families and
Visual Astronomy... begins by recommending
even our community. Calling on Mondays are sometimes not a good
that you "buy or build the largest aperture...
ideal (because a lot of people are in a bad mood on Mondays). However,
telescope you can afford". Being a converted
we can’t all call on Friday. That would look like something more
small aperture observer, I'm convinced that
organized. Use your best judgment. Perhaps write a letter. The
observing conditions are the best predictor of
worst thing to do is nothing. Let us not be found guilty of
success. The author also recommends purchascommitting the sin of complacency. So, please help.
ing an image intensifier. These products are
frightfully expensive, and probably not for everyone.

HAS Logo Sales

Check out both books if observing from the city
is something you'd like to try.

If you are interested in any of the club merchandise items (t-shirts,
sweatshirts, books, and other merchandise) please attend the next meeting
or contact Judy Dye at 281-498-1703. To reduce Logo Sales inventory many
items are being sold at reduced prices.
The list of available items appears regularly in the GuideStar.
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Observatory Corner
By Michael B. Dye Observatory Chairman

We have a number of things to cover in this article.
First, we have a painting date for the Observatory and
we need volunteers for this activity. The paint date is
set for April 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th. With the 5th to be used
as the cleanup date. If you want to help us with this
activity please call or e-mail me. Contact numbers/
address at the end of this article. We will be using a
sand blaster to clean the walls and iron works and will
paint the Observatory with a primer and sealing coat.
The second item is that we will be having another fence mending party
as soon as we can put one together. I don’t have any dates yet, so I am
open to suggestions from any volunteers. As usual please contact me if
you want to help. We will need at least eight (8) to ten (10) volunteers for
this activity. We will supply the wire, nails and fence posts. We just need
to get people with tools to help pull and set the wire.
The next item is more of a report. We had a rather large camp out of both
Boy and Girl Scouts at the Observatory Site on February 6th, 7th and 8th.
The Boy Scouts were Troop 404 from Brookside, and the Girl Scouts were
Junior Troop 2281, From St. Marks Episcopal School in Bellaire. The Boy
Scouts arrived Friday night and set up camp. The Girl Scouts arrived on
Saturday around noon. The Scouts worked on projects that consisted of
installing entrance road lights, leveling gopher mounds, trimming brush
along the East fence line, cutting down a tall dead tree stump and having
a good time. The projects were completed just after lunch on Saturday.
After lunch, the boys set up a rock climbing wall, a rope bridge, and a zip
line (all right, I have no idea what a zip line is). Dinner was served around
6:00 PM and included a salad, meats of various kinds, baked potatoes and
cobblers. After dark, Jerry Grosman opened the Observatory for
everyone to view Saturn, M42, and other objects. After a good night’s
sleep, everyone left around noon on Sunday. Here is a list of everyone who
was there:
Junior Girl Scout Troop 2281 (9)
Girls:
Olivia Starich, Kate Cavender, Martha Lee Kellems, Devin Kline,
Victoria Felton, Molly McDonnell, Callie Copeland, Hailey Williams and
Allison Franklin.
Adults: (7)
Marie Starich- (Troop Leader), Rod Kellems- (Assistant), Kathryn
Cavender, Robert Kline, Dan Franklin, Greg Felton and Mark McDonnell.
Troop 404 Scouts (28):
Boys:
Chris & Saul Pontifes, Chris & Evan Mills, Ethan Cobble, Travis Wilson,
Joshua & Robert Williams, Michael Parker, Michael Adams, Brandon
Epperson, Riley & Arthur Amick, Dustin Moody, Ray Villarreal, Patrick
Abshire, Kyle Osborn, Bryan Walker, Erik & Frankie Lerma, Ryan
Ramlal, Donovan Karydas, Jared Bullock, Kyle Given, Dillon Keels,
Williams Haviland, Cody Jones, & Ryan Mathis.

Troop 404
Adult Leaders (17):
Saul Pontifes, Roger Mills, Artie Jo Wilson,
Richard Parker, Rosemary Epperson, Debby
Amick, Dee Ann Moody, Ray & Debbie Villarreal,
Mark Walker, Frank Lerma, Mike Karydas,
Bruce Given, David Haviland, Christy & James
Jones, & Mike Guthrie.
Troop 404 Guests (8):
Matthew Pontifes, Eddie & Shane Mathis, Raven
& Kiara Moody, Joshua Lerma, Connie Canuti,
& Emily Jones.
The last item I want to talk about is the
discovery we collectively made when over 60
people used the Observatory Site bathrooms for
three days. It seems that we can no longer use
Charmin Bathroom Tissue in the bathrooms.
The Charmin Tissue is not nice to our septic
system and causes the system to shut down,
with the expected results that a shut down
causes. More about this next month. We are
replacing the Charmin Tissue with the recommended single ply tissue for rural septic systems.
My E-mail addresses and phone numbers are as
follows:
Home E-mail: mbdye@aol.com
Work E- mail: mbdye@rice.edu
Home Phone: 281-498-1703
Work Phone: 713-348-6317
The Society continues to benefit from members
who shop at Randalls and now Kroger’s. For
this we (the Society) thanks you. Please link
your Randalls card to the Houston Astronomical Society so that the society can benefit from
the Randalls program. Our number is #6618.
This is very easy to do, just go to the Courtesy
Booth and tell the person there what you what
to do. If you shop at Kroger, we now have a card
available (at the General Meeting) that you
present at the cash register when you check
out. We can thank Joe Khalaf for his efforts in
getting the cards.
Please fill out the appropriate log form
when you use the site. Remember we use
these forms as attendance records and to report
Observatory Site problems such as broken toilets.

General Membership Meeting
The Houston Astronomical Society holds its regular monthly General
Membership Meeting on the first Friday of each month, unless rescheduled due to a holiday. Meetings are in Room 117 of the Science and
Research Building at the University of Houston. A Novice Presentation
begins at 7:00 p.m.. The short business meeting and featured speaker
are scheduled at 8:00 p.m. Also typically included are Committee Reports,
Special Interest Group Reports, current activity announcements, hardware reviews, an astrophotography slide show by members and other
items of interest. Parking is NOW across from Entrance 14, by the
stadium.

Board of Directors Meeting
The Board of Directors Meeting is held on dates scheduled by the board at 7:00 p.m.
at the University of St. Thomas. Information provided to GuideStar will be published.
The meetings are open to all members of the Society in good standing. Attendance
is encouraged.

Downtown
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Scott

US 59
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Holman
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